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NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE STARRING GERARD BUTLER AND GARY OLDMANA
submarine captain races to prevent World War III in this thrilling adventure.Below the polar ice
cap, an American nuclear submarine moves quietly in the freezing water, tailing a new Russian
sub. But the usual, unspoken game of hide-and-seek between opposing captains is ended
when the Americans hear sounds of disaster and flooding, and the Russian sub sinks in a
thousand feet of water. The American sub rushes to help, only to join its former quarry in the
deep. The situation ignites tensions around the world. As both Washington and Moscow
prepare for what may be the beginnings of World War III, the USS Toledo—led by young,
untested Captain Joe Glass—heads to the location to give aid. He soon discovers that the
incident was no accident. And the men behind it have yet to make their final move. A move only
Glass can stop.Previously Published As Firing Point

“The plot unfolds like a summer blockbuster.”—Publishers WeeklyExcerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1 The vicious storm raged out of the north, hundred-
knot winds lashing the sea, churning waves to the height of a ten-story building before crashing
back down with the awesome force of tons of seawater. Wind-driven spray froze into hard
bullets that whipped across the maelstrom. Deep gray sky and gunmetal-colored sea blurred
into one, the horizon obliterated by the dense fog of driving ice and snow. Deep beneath the
surface of the punishing Barents, the American submarine rocked as gently as a porch swing
on a calm summer night. The easy motion was a quiet reminder of the terrible winter storm that
raged three hundred feet above. The officers of the USS Miami, SSN 755, were seated around
the wardroom table, taking their time finishing their dessert and coffee. The remains of dinner
had been cleared. The men still present discussed the day's events and plans for the next. The
sub's navigator and engineer half listened as they played cribbage at the far end of the
table. Commander Brad Crawford pushed away an empty ice-cream bowl and leaned back in
his chair, stretching mightily. "So, how is the whale watching going, Doctor? Figured out what
they're saying to each other yet?" Dr. David Croley, lost in his thoughts, looked confused when
he glanced up from his own dessert dish. He pushed his reading glasses back up on the bridge
of his nose, smoothed down a few wild strands of what was left of his hair, and gave a carefully
considered answer to the captain's offhand question. "The taping is going very well,
Commander. Of course, in the strictest sense of the word, we are not trying to determine the
content of their communications, only the modality of the interchange." The tall, balding
scientist was the lone non-Navy person at the table. Dr. Croley headed a small team of
oceanographers from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, on board Miami to study the
migration patterns of narwhals. While the animals' summer travels were well documented, little
was known about the winter activities of the Arctic-dwelling whales. Few people could see
these vocal, sociable, tusked whales during the colder months, the horrible weather up on the
surface a prime reason why. The Navy and the Miami were assisting Dr. Croley, allowing him to
track the mammals across an entire Arctic winter. Commander Crawford held up his hands in
mock surrender and laughed. "Doc, I just wanted to know how it was going. Are the narwhals
cooperating?" "Of course, of course. I understand," Croley responded. "We are getting some
excellent tapes. I think we have found at least six new pods. It is very exciting, doing research
out here, being in the same waters with the Monodon monoceros. We could never do this type



of research without your submarine. Why, just this afternoon we taped and identified several
new types of communications sounds, an especially curious manifestation of harmonic-" Andy
Gerson, Miami's executive officer, jumped to his commander's rescue. "Skipper, it's time for the
nineteen-fifteen satellite downlink. Remember? You were going to observe Lieutenant
Wittstrom going to periscope depth." Crawford smiled. The doctor was a nice guy and could
even be quite interesting to talk with once you got past all the gobbledygook. When he got
wound up on the subject of his favorite whales, the conversations could be interminable.
Crawford figured it was much like a submariner talking to civilians. They, too, tended to get
verbose, speaking a language not understood by normal folk. "Yeah, sorry, Doc. I better get up
there. Mr. Wittstrom is coming along nicely. He'll make a good officer of the deck when he
qualifies. Tonight will be a special challenge for him, though. You better make sure everything is
stowed for sea, XO. We're going to get knocked around a lot while we're up there." Crawford
pointed to the overhead as he rose. He stepped out of the wardroom and into the centerline
passageway. Barely shoulder-width wide and running from the chief's quarters in the bow to
the crew's mess, this hallway was the major artery for the ship. On the port side were the
corpsman's diminutive office and the crew's berthing spaces. To the starboard were the
wardroom and officers' staterooms. Ladders led from the passageway down to the torpedo
room and up to the control room. Commander Crawford bounded up a ladder and entered the
control room. He stepped to the forward starboard corner and watched the sonar repeater for
several minutes. The furious storm above them created a din that drowned out most noises a
surface ship might make. Miami's sophisticated BQQ-10 sonar system computer enhanced the
signals to counteract some of the storm's racket, but it couldn't be one hundred percent
effective. Crawford saw no trace of another ship anywhere nearby, nor did he expect one in this
lonely stretch of ocean on such a blustery night. "Okay, Mr. Wittstrom, you ready to go to
periscope depth?" The young junior officer gulped, but his voice seemed assured when he
replied, "Yes, sir. I think so. I'm coming up to one-five-zero feet to clear baffles." Crawford
nodded. "All right. Let's go." As Miami rose from the calm depths, the churning of the sea
became more obvious, and the submarine's pitching and rolling increased. By the time she
leveled off at one hundred fifty feet below the roiling surface, the sub was rolling more than
twenty degrees to either side. The bow rose and fell at least fifteen degrees. By then, everyone
had to hold on to something solid just to keep from being thrown off balance onto the deck or
down a ladder. Wittstrom turned the sub to make sure that no ship was approaching them from
astern. The sonar was blanked in that direction by the sub's bulk. Its screen still showed only
the noise of the storm. "Captain, no sonar contacts," the junior officer reported. "Request
permission to come to periscope depth to copy the broadcast." Crawford looked hard at the
sonar repeater. "Mr. Wittstrom, what is the sea state?" "Captain, sonar reports a sea state
'eight,' maybe 'nine.'" Crawford looked up at Wittstrom. "That's what I figure, too. That means
wave heights somewhere between thirty and sixty feet. I'd suggest we come around to course
'north' to face into the seas. That will limit the rolls a little." As Miami swung around to her new
course, the rolls calmed a little, but the pitching worsened. Wittstrom braced himself and
shouted, "Number-two scope coming up!" He reached above his head and rotated the large
red ring there. The periscope slid smoothly out of its well. As the eyepiece cleared the well, he
snapped down the two black handles and stuck one eye to the eyepiece. He started to walk a
slow circle, rotating the scope and looking out at the empty blackness. That's all there was.
Ominous, complete darkness. Not even a hint of light. Without removing his eye from the
scope, he shouted, "Dive, make your depth six-two feet." Wittstrom continued the slow rotation.
Submariners had long since dubbed the waltz he was doing "dancing with the fat lady." He was



looking to see if there was any obstacle, like a ship's bottom or an unexpected ice keel, that he
could see in time to avoid it when they surfaced. There was not much chance of that in this
pitch-black, storm-tossed sea, but it was still necessary to make certain. Rescue was a long,
cold ride away. With Wittstrom satisfied the way was clear, Miami slid up toward the surface.
The pitching and rolling worsened until she was bucking like a frenzied bronco, rearing wildly in
some very cold, wet rodeo. The diving officer and his two planesmen were working with every
bit of skill and strength they had to keep Miami on depth, but they were no match for the sea.
She was quickly broached, bobbing like a cork on the surface of the seething ocean. A
horrendous crash came from the galley, below the control room. Dish stowage was not equal to
the sea's might. Clipboards, books, coffee cups, anything not tied down, fell to the deck and
slid noisily fore and aft, port and starboard, as the sub heaved and pitched. Crawford grabbed
the stainless steel railing surrounding the periscope stand and held on with both hands. They
couldn't waste much time up here. Someone could get hurt. Mercifully, the radioman soon
announced over the 21MC circuit, "All traffic aboard and accounted for." Crawford was just
opening his mouth to order the boat back down when Wittstrom beat him to the punch,
shouting, "Diving Officer, make your depth three hundred feet. Lowering number-two
scope." He reached up and snapped the red ring clockwise. The scope slid back into the well
as Miami once more headed to the peaceful calm of the depths. There, it promised to be much
safer on this particular night. * * * ÒDmitri, how is the testing going?Ó Alan Smythe stepped
into the elevator just ahead of the man who ran his company's testing department. He pushed
the button for the twenty-seventh floor while the door hissed shut, and then he leaned back
against the rail as the car whooshed upward. Dmitri Ustinov glanced over at the slightly built
Englishman as if he might not have heard the question. Although a mere twenty-two years old,
Ustinov possessed a keenly trained intellect hidden in a bear's body. Despite his heavy,
continuous brow, droopy eyelids, and a stooped stature that made him appear on first glance a
bit dense, the man possessed a unique skill set well suited for his present project. His
knowledge of complicated computer systems along with his familiarity with the inane,
convoluted rules for trading stocks and other securities was already well celebrated. Even at
his young age, he was the chief engineer for testing the revolutionary new OptiMarx equities
trading system. "Problems with the integration to the National Market System," he answered as
they glided past the fifteenth floor. His accent still carried a hint of his native Russian though he
had been in the United States for a decade. "The Securities and Exchange Commission is
looking at how we are doing that. It will be several weeks until we get a ruling out of
them." Smythe grunted acknowledgment. Damn government bureaus worked on their own
timetables. He was accustomed to such roadblocks, but they were still hard to stomach. "What
does Chuck Gruver over at the NYSE say?" "Not a lot of help. He is so damned head up and
ass down in the changes to the Intermarket Trading System that he does not have time to help
us on this side." "Not surprised. About time they fixed ITS. That ticker tape should have been
donated to the Smithsonian a long time ago." The elevator door parted and they walked out
into the large open office space of OptiMarx, Inc. The big room was divided into a myriad of
cubicles. Alan stepped to the left, toward the hallway that led to his office, while Dmitri headed
to the right. Smythe stepped into his corner office. Opposite the door, the room's glass wall
looked out from the New Jersey shore, across New York Harbor, past the Statue of Liberty
toward Lower Manhattan. Ferries scurried across the Hudson River to the north as helicopters
buzzed back and forth between the heliports on either shore. Smythe slid into the modern
black leather chair behind the smoked-glass desk, the panoramic view now at his back. He had
hardly begun riffling through his morning e-mail before the intercom on his desk buzzed its



annoying interruption. Without even a "good morning," his omnipresent executive assistant,
Cheryl Mitchell, announced that Mark Stern wanted to speak with him. He sounded, she noted,
"Pissed, as usual." Mark Stern was the leading investment partner for the West Coast venture
capital firm Private Pacific Partners. It was Stern and PPP who were providing the stacks of
cash that kept Alan Smythe and OptiMarx afloat. Smythe grimaced. He took a deep breath
before he picked up the telephone and spoke. "Morning, Mark. You're up early. It's . . . what . . .
six o'clock out there on the coast?" "Alan, I know damn good and well what time it is," Stern
growled. "My question is, do you? We've shoveled over fifty million into that company of yours
to date. So far, all we've gotten for our money are more and more delays. That excuse you have
for a chief technology officer is giving us some cockamamie story about 'ITS' and 'SIAC' and
'POPs' and half a dozen other acronyms that make no sense to us at all. We don't want
alphabet soup, Alan, unless it's 'ROI.' We want return on investment. Is that so hard to
understand?" Cheryl had stepped into the office to deposit a stack of folders on his desk.
Smythe hit the mute button on the phone and muttered under his breath. "Damn VCs. They
have egos the size they think their dicks are and brains the size they really are." Cheryl
waggled her finger and looked at him over the tops of her half-glasses. "Play nice," she
mouthed, then turned and left. Smythe unmuted the phone. "Mark, calm down. We've just had
a little delay while the SEC reviews our plan. Couple of days. No big deal. We're still on
schedule. Testing the algorithm is going well and that's the tough part. Ustinov is doing a great
job." "Well, maybe you oughta make Ustinov your CTO instead of that idiot Andretti," Stern
shouted into the phone. Smythe held the phone away from his ear while the venture capitalist
vented some more. He put the receiver back in place and spoke again, calling on his most
soothing voice. "Mark, ease off a bit, old chap. Remember, what we are doing is revolutionary.
There are going to be unexpected glitches. Carl Andretti is performing miracles every day. We
need him. Now, I'll give you a call this evening, just before I leave for the coast for the board
meeting. I'll have the latest numbers for you and an update on the progress. It'll be good news,
I promise." Smythe hung up with a happy "Cheerio!" He massaged the bridge of his nose. God,
he hated these calls! Venture capitalists were the worst scum of the world. They had to be
endured. They were the ones with the money, after all, and it took money to build
empires. Now, next on the agenda, he would have to deal with that idiot Carl Andretti. He
shouted at the door, "Cheryl, get Andretti and tell him I want to see him right away." "Should he
wear his asbestos drawers?" she shouted back. "It wouldn't be a bad idea!" Captain Second
Rank Sergei Andropoyov climbed the long ladder from the control room to the bridge of the
Russian submarine K-475. He loved this new boat, so much more modern than the old rust
buckets he had served on so far in his Navy career. Most of those boats were now tied up over
at the Polyarnyy main piers, moldering into oblivion.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorGeorge Wallace, Cdr. USN Ret., commanded the Los Angeles-class
nuclear attack submarine USS Houston. During his tour of duty he worked extensively with the
SEAL community developing SEAL/submarine tactics. Under Wallace's command the Houston
was awarded the CIA Meritorious Unit Citation.Don Keith is the critically-acclaimed, award-
winning author of more than thirty fiction and nonfiction books. In addition to writing, he
sponsors the UNTOLD MILLIONS Project, an effort to encourage the capture and publication
of eyewitness accounts of major historical events such as the Great Depression, World War II
and other wars, the space program, the Civil Rights struggle, and more. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Read more
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DANGER UNDER THE SEA“Torpedoes passed astern!” Tommy Zillich yelled as he listened to
the headset, his hands pressing the earpieces closer to his ears so he could hear everything
going on out there. “We may be clear!”Toledo was still angling sharply downward, toward the
bottom, racing to get clear of the Russian weapons. They had all heard the deep rumble of the
other submarine as it exploded. Now the control room was silent, everyone listening for the
high-pitched scream of the incoming weapons.That sound, as all the men aboard knew, would
signal their immediate death.A few of them breathed sighs of relief when they heard Zillich’s
report. Glass knew better. They weren’t free yet. Those two torpedoes were still out there, still
searching doggedly for them.The sonar man confirmed his worst fears.“Torpedoes! Both
coming out of the baffles!” Zillich yelled over the 7MC. Now he had lost his calm demeanor. His
voice was high and strained. “They’re closing!”The Russian weapons had crossed astern of
them and then turned back, looking once again for Toledo. They were both still relentlessly
coming after them.BERKLEYAn imprint of Penguin Random House LLC375 Hudson Street,
New York, NY 10014Copyright © 2012 by George Wallace and Don KeithPenguin Random
House supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free
speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book
and for complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it
in any form without permission. You are supporting writers and allowing Penguin Random
House to continue to publish books for every reader.BERKLEY and the BERKLEY & B
colophon are registered trademarks of Penguin Random House LLC.Previously published as
Firing PointSignet premium edition (Firing Point) / July 2012Berkley movie tie-in edition (Hunter
Killer) / October 2018Motion Picture Artwork © 2018 Summit Entertainment, LLC. All Rights
Reserved.This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the
product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously, and any resemblance to actual
persons, living or dead, business establishments, events, or locales is entirely
coincidental.Version_1ContentsTitle PageCopyrightEpigraphPrologueChapter 1Chapter
2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter
11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter
19Chapter 20Chapter 21Chapter 22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter
27Chapter 28Chapter 29Chapter 30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter
35Chapter 36Chapter 37Chapter 38Chapter 39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter
43Chapter 44Chapter 45EpilogueAbout the AuthorHow little do the landsmen know of what we
sailors feel,When the waves do mount and the winds do blow!But we have hearts of steel.
—“The Sailor’s Resolution” (eighteenth century)PrologueCaptain Second Rank Sergei
Andropoyov pulled the heavy sealskin coat even more tightly around his body and stepped out
of the Naval Command Building into the bitter Arctic wind. He hated winters in this gray
godforsaken land. The sun never dared rise above the horizon and the icy wind, its fangs bare,
howled in off the Barents Sea, just a few miles to the north.At times Sergei wondered why
anyone would ever build a submarine base in a desolate place such as this, but he knew the
answer: water. When she was a mighty sea power, Mother Russia needed access to the
world’s oceans, and this was the best she had. The warm southern ports were all bottled up on
inland seas, but here, ports on the bleak, bitter-cold Kola Peninsula offered a gateway to the
West. Submarines could depart into a narrow ribbon of open water in the Barents Sea before
disappearing under thousands of square miles of Arctic ice. Driving submarines out of this
extreme environment demanded hard men and strong ships, but those sailors and boats had



done their jobs for the motherland, and had done them well.Captain Andropoyov pulled the fox
fur hat even farther down over his ears and yanked the heavy fur-lined mittens onto his
stiffening hands. He glanced around before stepping off the little stoop into the horizontally
blowing snow. The dull gray buildings that made up the Polyarnyy Northern Fleet Submarine
Base added no color at all, nothing that might alleviate the drabness of the landscape. They
only served to funnel the icy winds into an even more concentrated blast of knife-sharp
cold.Andropoyov walked quickly to the slushy street that ran in front of the building and jumped
into the backseat of the old black Zil waiting at the curb. He didn’t utter a word to the tall, thin
man who held the car’s door open for him. Michman Tschierschkey slammed the door shut and
scurried around to climb into the driver’s side.“Back to the ship, Captain?” he asked, rubbing
his nose with both hands to get the circulation going again.“Oh, da, Tschierschkovich,”
Andropoyov said without even looking up. “It is time for us to be sailors again.”The two men had
sailed together for as long as Andropoyov could remember. Tschierschkey had been a draftee
on board the old submarine Kommosellet when Andropoyov first reported aboard, fresh out of
the Soviet Naval School at Stalingrad. Much had changed in the years since. The city was
called St. Petersburg once again, the Soviet Union no longer existed, and the mighty Northern
Fleet of the U.S.S.R. was nothing more than a rusting shell.That is, except for Sergei
Andropoyov’s new submarine. The K-475, Gepard, waited in the covered sub pen at Shkval on
Olenya Bay, newly completed and hungry for her first taste of the sea.“We have orders,
Captain?” Tschierschkey asked, his eyes wide as he turned to look back at his
commander.“We sail with the tide.” Andropoyov met the gaze of the thin man, his eyes
squinting in mock anger. “Admiral Durov will not be sympathetic if we are late because my
insolent driver wanted to sit here in front of his headquarters and chat.”Tschierschkey wore a
broad grin as he turned and ground the car’s starter. He already had the inside of the old Zil
warm, just the way he knew Andropoyov liked it. The captain slipped off the heavy mittens and
pulled the fur cap from his head, revealing a disheveled shock of white-blond hair. He sat back
in the seat and sighed as the old michman pulled away from the curb, skewing a bit on the
patchy ice in the roadway.The ride over the steep, potholed streets back to where his boat
awaited him would give Andropoyov time to reflect on the meeting he had just completed.
Admiral of the Northern Fleet Durov had been his usual imperious self, but as well as he knew
him, Sergei had never seen him act quite the way he had this morning.Over his career, Durov
had single-handedly built the Soviet Northern Fleet into the largest, most potent submarine
force in the world. Then, as he was not shy about telling anyone who would listen, he had
watched it all be discarded by the spineless politicians in Moscow. On several occasions Sergei
Andropoyov had seen him foam at the mouth as he ranted on and on about the castration of
his beloved submarine service, all to appease the Americans and the clear-eyed capitalists in
his own nation who would rather be rich than omnipotent, comfortable instead of supreme.The
old admiral had been much more subdued than normal this morning. Oddly subdued, Sergei
thought. Still, Durov had been in no mood for pleasantries. He acknowledged Andropoyov’s
greeting with little more than a grunt and a broad wave to take a seat. The glasses of tea were
not even cool enough to drink without scalding their lips before the old man had rushed into the
briefing, as if the information might grow cold and useless if it was not consumed at
once.“Sergeiovich, you have done well. I am told the K-475 is ready ahead of schedule for her
first sea trials. She will do the Rodina proud. Our first new submarine in ten years! As much as
I would love to show her off to them, even the Americans with their damnable spy satellites
have no idea she exists. Nor do most of the bureaucrats back in Moscow. We must keep it so
as long as we are able.” The admiral sipped his tea and eased back in the plush padded



leather chair, crossing his legs, a near smile on his lips. Andropoyov tried not to stare. He had
never seen the old man so relaxed. Andropoyov had to listen hard to hear his words when he
spoke again. “You will get under way with the evening tide, Captain. The K-461 will escort you
to your operating area. You have not been certified to carry weapons yet, so K-461 will be your
guard.”“I understand,” Andropoyov said. He sipped his tea, not sure what else to say. He could
hear the ticking of the admiral’s desk clock, the shriek of the wind as it gusted around the
corner of the building.Durov stared into his glass for a long moment, as if he was studying the
liquid for something that might be hidden there. He set the glass down and opened a drawer on
the ornately carved antique wooden desk. He withdrew a large buff-colored envelope sealed
with red wax and imprinted with the emblem of the Russian Navy.“Here are your orders,
Captain. Open them after you submerge, which you will do as soon as possible, before you
reach the mouth of the Murmansk Fjord.” He slid the fat envelope across the desk. “There are
no American satellite overflights tonight, but we expect an American submarine is out in the
Barents Sea doing what they so arrogantly call a ‘gatekeeper mission.’ You will slip past him
without being detected. Is everything understood?”It was obvious the briefing was over.
Andropoyov stood, saluted, and answered crisply, “Yes, sir! Gepard will not fail you, nor the
Rodina.”“Yes, I know. You will give your all.”Even the man’s words seemed cold, detached, as
unfeeling and aloof as the wind off the Barents Sea.Andropoyov lifted the envelope, surprised
by its heftiness, turned on his heel, and marched out of the office. He was happy to have a
mission for his new boat, but still thrown a bit off balance by the odd demeanor of his
admiral.Now, as they pulled away, he looked out the Zil’s side window, back toward the
headquarters building, toward Admiral Durov’s window. His breath fogged the glass and the
squatty gray building was lost in the blowing snow before he could get it wiped clear.* *
*Admiral of the Northern Fleet Alexander Durov watched the old Zil pull away from the curb. He
turned abruptly from the window and stared hard at the other man who now sat in his
office.“There he goes, the impertinent little ass. Are you ready for your mission?” Durov
asked.Captain Second Rank Igor Serebnitskiv set the crystal glass of vodka down hard onto
the priceless Louis XIV table. Trickles of condensation ran down onto the ancient shellac,
ruining the surface, but Serebnitskiv paid no attention. He took his feet down from where they
were resting on the polished wood of the admiral’s desk and rose to stand at the window,
beside the older man.“Da, I am ready. Volk will sail as soon as I am back on board. I think I will
take special pleasure in ridding the world of Sergei Andropoyov. I have suffered enough of his
arrogance. Ever since Stalingrad, I have been forced to absorb—”Durov held up a hand to cut
him off and cracked a rare smile. “Just don’t be too eager, nephew. Much more is at stake here
than your own personal vendetta against our Captain Andropoyov. You must be patient, make
sure the American is in place first. Andropoyov is a sacrificial lamb. His loss will be the impetus
we need to overcome those weak-kneed old men in the Dumas.” The admiral flushed red, his
eyes narrowing. “Their cowardice is robbing the Rodina of our rightful place as the world’s
leader. Their stupidity will send our beloved motherland right back to medieval times. You will
be the catalyst that drives them from the Kremlin.”Serebnitskiv stiffened. “I will not fail you,
Uncle. Now I must go to my ship.”Durov gave an offhand wave of dismissal, but then grabbed
his nephew’s shoulder in what had to be a painful pinch. The younger man refused to
flinch.“Remember the old Roman warriors’ saying: ‘Return either with your shield or on it.’ If you
fail me . . . if you fail our union . . . it would be far better that you not return at all.”Serebnitskiv
summoned all the confidence he could muster, nodded, and strode from the room, closing the
heavy wooden double doors behind him.Durov listened as his nephew’s steps echoed down
the hallway and through the door to the outside. He opened the bottom drawer of his desk and



removed the telephone stored there. He dialed a number and waited for the clicks that signaled
the encryption device was engaged. He began talking as soon as he was sure of the voice on
the other end of the line.“They sail this evening. All is going well. Our part of the plan is in
motion. There is no turning back now. We must meet to discuss your progress. The dacha at
Sochi the day after tomorrow. We will expect a full report of your progress on the New York
front.”He returned the phone to the drawer and leaned back in his chair. By the time
Serebnitskiv did his work, Durov would be on the warm beaches of the Black Sea. If anything
went wrong, deniability would be more plausible if he was far away.He could feel the
excitement pulse in his veins. All the gears of this complicated machine were in motion. It was
something he desperately needed. A military man required action in order to maintain life.
Years of careful planning, of clandestine meetings, of nurturing the relationships with the
Organizatsiya, the Russian Mafia, were culminating in a glorious series of events.He returned
to the window, sipping the cold black tea without tasting it, gazing off into the distance where
the wind whipped white tops on the fjord’s surface.Soon he would no longer need to swallow
his pride like bitter bile. Soon he and his nation would achieve the glory they had so long been
denied.How fitting that it would all be set in motion out there, beneath the surface of that dark,
icy sea.Chapter 1The vicious storm raged out of the north, hundred-knot winds lashing the
sea, churning waves to the height of a ten-story building before crashing back down with the
awesome force of tons of seawater. Wind-driven spray froze into hard bullets that whipped
across the maelstrom. Deep gray sky and gunmetal-colored sea blurred into one, the horizon
obliterated by the dense fog of driving ice and snow.Deep beneath the surface of the punishing
Barents, the American submarine rocked as gently as a porch swing on a calm summer night.
The easy motion was a quiet reminder of the terrible winter storm that raged three hundred feet
above. The officers of the USS Miami, SSN 755, were seated around the wardroom table,
taking their time finishing their dessert and coffee. The remains of dinner had been cleared.
The men still present discussed the day’s events and plans for the next. The sub’s navigator
and engineer half listened as they played cribbage at the far end of the table.Commander Brad
Crawford pushed away an empty ice-cream bowl and leaned back in his chair, stretching
mightily.“So, how is the whale watching going, Doctor? Figured out what they’re saying to each
other yet?”Dr. David Croley, lost in his thoughts, looked confused when he glanced up from his
own dessert dish. He pushed his reading glasses back up on the bridge of his nose, smoothed
down a few wild strands of what was left of his hair, and gave a carefully considered answer to
the captain’s offhand question.“The taping is going very well, Commander. Of course, in the
strictest sense of the word, we are not trying to determine the content of their communications,
only the modality of the interchange.”The tall, balding scientist was the lone non-Navy person
at the table. Dr. Croley headed a small team of oceanographers from the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, on board Miami to study the migration patterns of narwhals. While
the animals’ summer travels were well documented, little was known about the winter activities
of the Arctic-dwelling whales. Few people could see these vocal, sociable, tusked whales
during the colder months, the horrible weather up on the surface a prime reason why. The
Navy and the Miami were assisting Dr. Croley, allowing him to track the mammals across an
entire Arctic winter.Commander Crawford held up his hands in mock surrender and laughed.
“Doc, I just wanted to know how it was going. Are the narwhals cooperating?”“Of course, of
course. I understand,” Croley responded. “We are getting some excellent tapes. I think we have
found at least six new pods. It is very exciting, doing research out here, being in the same
waters with the Monodon monoceros. We could never do this type of research without your
submarine. Why, just this afternoon we taped and identified several new types of



communications sounds, an especially curious manifestation of harmonic—”Andy Gerson,
Miami’s executive officer, jumped to his commander’s rescue. “Skipper, it’s time for the
nineteen-fifteen satellite downlink. Remember? You were going to observe Lieutenant
Wittstrom going to periscope depth.”Crawford smiled. The doctor was a nice guy and could
even be quite interesting to talk with once you got past all the gobbledygook. When he got
wound up on the subject of his favorite whales, the conversations could be interminable.
Crawford figured it was much like a submariner talking to civilians. They, too, tended to get
verbose, speaking a language not understood by normal folk.“Yeah, sorry, Doc. I better get up
there. Mr. Wittstrom is coming along nicely. He’ll make a good officer of the deck when he
qualifies. Tonight will be a special challenge for him, though. You better make sure everything is
stowed for sea, XO. We’re going to get knocked around a lot while we’re up there.”Crawford
pointed to the overhead as he rose. He stepped out of the wardroom and into the centerline
passageway. Barely shoulder-width wide and running from the chief’s quarters in the bow to
the crew’s mess, this hallway was the major artery for the ship. On the port side were the
corpsman’s diminutive office and the crew’s berthing spaces. To the starboard were the
wardroom and officers’ staterooms. Ladders led from the passageway down to the torpedo
room and up to the control room.Commander Crawford bounded up a ladder and entered the
control room. He stepped to the forward starboard corner and watched the sonar repeater for
several minutes. The furious storm above them created a din that drowned out most noises a
surface ship might make. Miami’s sophisticated BQQ-10 sonar system computer enhanced the
signals to counteract some of the storm’s racket, but it couldn’t be one hundred percent
effective. Crawford saw no trace of another ship anywhere nearby, nor did he expect one in this
lonely stretch of ocean on such a blustery night.“Okay, Mr. Wittstrom, you ready to go to
periscope depth?”The young junior officer gulped, but his voice seemed assured when he
replied, “Yes, sir. I think so. I’m coming up to one-five-zero feet to clear baffles.”Crawford
nodded. “All right. Let’s go.”As Miami rose from the calm depths, the churning of the sea
became more obvious, and the submarine’s pitching and rolling increased. By the time she
leveled off at one hundred fifty feet below the roiling surface, the sub was rolling more than
twenty degrees to either side. The bow rose and fell at least fifteen degrees. By then, everyone
had to hold on to something solid just to keep from being thrown off balance onto the deck or
down a ladder.Wittstrom turned the sub to make sure that no ship was approaching them from
astern. The sonar was blanked in that direction by the sub’s bulk. Its screen still showed only
the noise of the storm.“Captain, no sonar contacts,” the junior officer reported. “Request
permission to come to periscope depth to copy the broadcast.”Crawford looked hard at the
sonar repeater. “Mr. Wittstrom, what is the sea state?”“Captain, sonar reports a sea state
‘eight,’ maybe ‘nine.’”Crawford looked up at Wittstrom. “That’s what I figure, too. That means
wave heights somewhere between thirty and sixty feet. I’d suggest we come around to course
‘north’ to face into the seas. That will limit the rolls a little.”As Miami swung around to her new
course, the rolls calmed a little, but the pitching worsened.Wittstrom braced himself and
shouted, “Number-two scope coming up!”He reached above his head and rotated the large red
ring there. The periscope slid smoothly out of its well. As the eyepiece cleared the well, he
snapped down the two black handles and stuck one eye to the eyepiece. He started to walk a
slow circle, rotating the scope and looking out at the empty blackness.That’s all there was.
Ominous, complete darkness. Not even a hint of light.Without removing his eye from the scope,
he shouted, “Dive, make your depth six-two feet.”Wittstrom continued the slow rotation.
Submariners had long since dubbed the waltz he was doing “dancing with the fat lady.” He was
looking to see if there was any obstacle, like a ship’s bottom or an unexpected ice keel, that he



could see in time to avoid it when they surfaced. There was not much chance of that in this
pitch-black, storm-tossed sea, but it was still necessary to make certain. Rescue was a long,
cold ride away.With Wittstrom satisfied the way was clear, Miami slid up toward the surface.
The pitching and rolling worsened until she was bucking like a frenzied bronco, rearing wildly in
some very cold, wet rodeo. The diving officer and his two planesmen were working with every
bit of skill and strength they had to keep Miami on depth, but they were no match for the sea.
She was quickly broached, bobbing like a cork on the surface of the seething ocean.A
horrendous crash came from the galley, below the control room. Dish stowage was not equal to
the sea’s might. Clipboards, books, coffee cups, anything not tied down, fell to the deck and slid
noisily fore and aft, port and starboard, as the sub heaved and pitched. Crawford grabbed the
stainless steel railing surrounding the periscope stand and held on with both hands.They
couldn’t waste much time up here. Someone could get hurt. Mercifully, the radioman soon
announced over the 21MC circuit, “All traffic aboard and accounted for.”Crawford was just
opening his mouth to order the boat back down when Wittstrom beat him to the punch,
shouting, “Diving Officer, make your depth three hundred feet. Lowering number-two scope.”He
reached up and snapped the red ring clockwise. The scope slid back into the well as Miami
once more headed to the peaceful calm of the depths.There, it promised to be much safer on
this particular night.* * *“Dmitri, how is the testing going?”Alan Smythe stepped into the
elevator just ahead of the man who ran his company’s testing department. He pushed the
button for the twenty-seventh floor while the door hissed shut, and then he leaned back against
the rail as the car whooshed upward.Dmitri Ustinov glanced over at the slightly built
Englishman as if he might not have heard the question. Although a mere twenty-two years old,
Ustinov possessed a keenly trained intellect hidden in a bear’s body. Despite his heavy,
continuous brow, droopy eyelids, and a stooped stature that made him appear on first glance a
bit dense, the man possessed a unique skill set well suited for his present project. His
knowledge of complicated computer systems along with his familiarity with the inane,
convoluted rules for trading stocks and other securities was already well celebrated. Even at
his young age, he was the chief engineer for testing the revolutionary new OptiMarx equities
trading system.“Problems with the integration to the National Market System,” he answered as
they glided past the fifteenth floor. His accent still carried a hint of his native Russian though he
had been in the United States for a decade. “The Securities and Exchange Commission is
looking at how we are doing that. It will be several weeks until we get a ruling out of
them.”Smythe grunted acknowledgment. Damn government bureaus worked on their own
timetables. He was accustomed to such roadblocks, but they were still hard to stomach. “What
does Chuck Gruver over at the NYSE say?”“Not a lot of help. He is so damned head up and
ass down in the changes to the Intermarket Trading System that he does not have time to help
us on this side.”“Not surprised. About time they fixed ITS. That ticker tape should have been
donated to the Smithsonian a long time ago.” The elevator door parted and they walked out into
the large open office space of OptiMarx, Inc. The big room was divided into a myriad of
cubicles. Alan stepped to the left, toward the hallway that led to his office, while Dmitri headed
to the right. Smythe stepped into his corner office. Opposite the door, the room’s glass wall
looked out from the New Jersey shore, across New York Harbor, past the Statue of Liberty
toward Lower Manhattan. Ferries scurried across the Hudson River to the north as helicopters
buzzed back and forth between the heliports on either shore. Smythe slid into the modern
black leather chair behind the smoked-glass desk, the panoramic view now at his back. He had
hardly begun riffling through his morning e-mail before the intercom on his desk buzzed its
annoying interruption.Without even a “good morning,” his omnipresent executive assistant,



Cheryl Mitchell, announced that Mark Stern wanted to speak with him. He sounded, she noted,
“Pissed, as usual.”Mark Stern was the leading investment partner for the West Coast venture
capital firm Private Pacific Partners. It was Stern and PPP who were providing the stacks of
cash that kept Alan Smythe and OptiMarx afloat.Smythe grimaced. He took a deep breath
before he picked up the telephone and spoke. “Morning, Mark. You’re up early. It’s . . . what . . .
six o’clock out there on the coast?”“Alan, I know damn good and well what time it is,” Stern
growled. “My question is, do you? We’ve shoveled over fifty million into that company of yours
to date. So far, all we’ve gotten for our money are more and more delays. That excuse you
have for a chief technology officer is giving us some cockamamie story about ‘ITS’ and ‘SIAC’
and ‘POPs’ and half a dozen other acronyms that make no sense to us at all. We don’t want
alphabet soup, Alan, unless it’s ‘ROI.’ We want return on investment. Is that so hard to
understand?”Cheryl had stepped into the office to deposit a stack of folders on his desk.
Smythe hit the MUTE button on the phone and muttered under his breath.“Damn VCs. They
have egos the size they think their dicks are and brains the size they really are.”Cheryl waggled
her finger and looked at him over the tops of her half-glasses. “Play nice,” she mouthed, then
turned and left. Smythe unmuted the phone.“Mark, calm down. We’ve just had a little delay
while the SEC reviews our plan. Couple of days. No big deal. We’re still on schedule. Testing
the algorithm is going well and that’s the tough part. Ustinov is doing a great job.”“Well, maybe
you oughta make Ustinov your CTO instead of that idiot Andretti,” Stern shouted into the
phone.Smythe held the phone away from his ear while the venture capitalist vented some
more. He put the receiver back in place and spoke again, calling on his most soothing voice.
“Mark, ease off a bit, old chap. Remember, what we are doing is revolutionary. There are going
to be unexpected glitches. Carl Andretti is performing miracles every day. We need him. Now,
I’ll give you a call this evening, just before I leave for the coast for the board meeting. I’ll have
the latest numbers for you and an update on the progress. It’ll be good news, I
promise.”Smythe hung up with a happy “Cheerio!” He massaged the bridge of his nose. God,
he hated these calls! Venture capitalists were the worst scum of the world. They had to be
endured. They were the ones with the money, after all, and it took money to build empires.Now,
next on the agenda, he would have to deal with that idiot Carl Andretti. He shouted at the door,
“Cheryl, get Andretti and tell him I want to see him right away.”“Should he wear his asbestos
drawers?” she shouted back.“It wouldn’t be a bad idea!”* * *Captain Second Rank Sergei
Andropoyov climbed the long ladder from the control room to the bridge of the Russian
submarine K-475. He loved this new boat, so much more modern than the old rust buckets he
had served on so far in his Navy career. Most of those boats were now tied up over at the
Polyarnyy main piers, moldering into oblivion.Gepard was brand-new and equipped with
enough technological advances to make her equal to any American submarine. She was an
Akula II–class boat—akula being Russian for “shark,” a name most appropriate.Andropoyov
climbed through the hatch, leaving the cozy warmth below, and stood in the cockpit at the top
of the submarine’s sail. The huge cement and steel structure of the submarine pen stretched
above him and far to either side. The piers were all empty, except the one where K-475 was
tied up, and another down the way where K-461, the Volk, an older Akula I sub, sat. She was
ready to follow him out into the Barents and stand guard while he tested Gepard.The
commander remembered how it had been a few years ago, when this building was always
buzzing with furious activity. Boats preparing to go out into the cold, dark waters of the Barents
Sea to challenge the Americans and to protect the Rodina. Boats returning from arduous
patrols, needing rest and repair. This eerie quiet was most unsettling after all that purposeful
activity.The giant doors at the end of the pier were open already, revealing Olenya Bay and



Murmansk Fjord beyond. A biting cold wind howled out there, close and strong enough to find
a way to reach in to chill them even inside the sub pen. A rusty old icebreaker stood by at the
building’s entrance, smoke whisping from its single large stack. It would break a path through
whatever ice there might be in the bay and fjord and lead K-475 out to the open water of the
sea.Andropoyov glanced at his watch. He turned to Dimitriy Pishkovski, his first officer.
“Dimitriy, I believe it is time. If you would be so kind as to get us under way?”The short, swarthy
white Russian smiled. “I will be happy to, Captain. It is good to be heading to sea once
more.”Pishkovski said a few sentences into the phone at his ear. The knot of men standing on
the pier broke up and scurried off to stand beside the bollards, ready to tend the lines that still
held Gepard tied up in the pen.He spoke again into the phone. The men standing on Gepard’s
broad rounded main deck released the lines from her cleats and let them slide off into the
water. The line handlers on the pier growled and cursed as they pulled the ice-cold, wet lines
from the water.Pishkovski ordered the two small reserve propeller systems to twist Gepard.
Unlike American subs, she had a small electric-driven propeller a few feet to either side of her
mammoth main screw. They were designed to bring her home if anything happened to the
main propulsion system, but they were also very handy for maneuvering in close quarters. By
having the starboard screw go astern while the port went ahead, Pishkovski was able to twist
Gepard’s bow away from the pier while walking the stern out, too.With two meters of black
water between the sub and the pier, Pishkovski ordered the main propulsion system to drive
K-475 out of the sub pen. The water at the stern churned white as the six-meter-diameter,
seven-bladed screw started to turn. The black sub cut through the water smoothly now that she
was back in her natural element.The rusty old icebreaker churned ahead of her, crunching
through the layer of ice covering the bay, leaving a broad trail of crushed and crumpled ice
floating on the black water. The high, steep hills surrounding the bay hid the sky except for a
small patch overhead. A thick, heavy layer of ominous clouds reflected the lights from the
Polyarnyy Naval Base and the Severomorsk Shipyard farther down the fjord.Andropoyov
stamped his feet, attempting to keep them warm as he stood on the hard steel deck. The wind
whipped across the sub’s bridge as they moved into the bay, its force so brutal he had to shout
to be heard.“I feel a storm, Mr. Pishkovski. The Barents will not be a nice place to loiter on the
surface. We will dive before the last turn of the fjord. Please make sure there are no
delays.”“Yes, Captain. There will be no delays.” The first officer clapped his mittened hands
together hard. “Damn, it is cold!”The icebreaker made the wide, sweeping turn from Olenya
Bay out into the Murmansk Fjord. The fjord faced due north and the high rocky hills on either
side channeled the Arctic wind into a bone-chilling blast down the narrow stretch of water.
Anyone unlucky enough to be standing unprotected was dealt the full force of the cold.
Exposed skin froze in moments. The two officers huddled for protection below the edge of the
cockpit, drawing slight comfort from the meager trickle of warm air drifting up the hatch from
below. They took turns rising to look out at the water ahead before ducking back down out of
the blasting wind.The two ships steamed north into the Kol’skiy Zaliv, the wide mouth of the
fjord that opened into the Barents Sea. Farther north was nothing but the frozen wasteland
islands of Spitsbergen, Franz Josef Land, and then the polar ice cap. The surging breakers of
the open sea prevented ice from building out here. The sub began to pitch and roll in the
growing swells.Andropoyov smiled even though the wind made his teeth ache and his cheeks
sting. “It is good to feel the sea again, aye, Dimitriy?”Pishkovski shouted over the wind, “Yes,
Captain. It is good. It will be better, though, when we have dived and are down in the warm
control room with a cup of tea.”Andropoyov nodded and answered, “I agree. It is time. Signal
the icebreaker that we are diving. Then we will lie below.”Pishkovski aimed the Aldis lantern at



the icebreaker and flipped the shutter handle. The icebreaker returned the flashing light signal
and swung around to return home. The two officers scurried down through the hatch, closing
and dogging it behind them.Their mission had begun.Chapter 2Igor Serebnitskiv stood in the
open bridge cockpit of the K-461, watching with great interest as the Gepard sailed out of the
submarine pen and disappeared into the blackness of the night. The lights of the icebreaker
leading the submarine away were all that marked the new boat’s progress.He didn’t try to hide
the rueful grin on his face. Gepard was a beautiful boat, so much newer and more capable than
Serebnitskiv’s beaten and rusty old Volk. He couldn’t help chafing at the thoughts of Sergei
Andropoyov riding high up there on Gepard’s bridge, driving a boat that should have rightfully
been his own to command. Years of careful manipulation to be first on the list of commander
candidates had been wasted. Political leverage had been applied, bribes surrendered to all the
right bureaucrats, all for naught. To make the sting of the slight even more unbearable, his
uncle, Admiral Alexander Durov, commanded the submarine fleet. With all that capital,
Serebnitskiv could never understand why he had been passed over for command of
K-475.After this morning’s meeting, he understood one important thing: his uncle’s scheme and
the part he was to have in it. Durov was playing a much larger game of no-return chess, and it
was one in which the admiral’s nephew would have a most pivotal role. His success in this
mission would propel him to heights within the Russian military he could never have
anticipated. As he watched the running lights of the ice breaker being erased by the snow and
spray, he could hardly wait to be in motion, to assume the rightful place of importance his skills
and connections and political savvy deserved.Still, his voice was low and unhurried when
Serebnitskiv muttered the orders to get K-461 under way. K-475 had already disappeared
around the point of land into the Murmansk Fjord when Volk slid out of the silent, darkened
submarine pen. The ice was beginning to refreeze as the older sub crunched its way through
on its own journey toward the deep death-cold waters of the Barents.* * *Dmitri Ustinov flopped
down in his worn office chair. He stuffed a sugary cruller into his mouth as he waited for his
computer to boot up. His bad luck to have to ride up the elevator with his sissy British
boss.When the icons on the desktop blinked into place, he looked around the office, then
clicked the mouse button to check his e-mail. Sure enough, there was one there from Roman.
The message was an innocuous recap of an uneventful weekend trip to the Hamptons. He
clicked the button to send the message to the printer on his desk, then deleted it from his in-
box and mail server and erased all traces of it from the hard drive on his computer.Once again,
he glanced around the office space to see if anyone might be watching him. He grimaced and
mentally kicked himself for being so skittish. The paranoia of his boyhood education in Moscow
was imprinted on Dmitri Ustinov’s psyche. He was still certain that shadowy forces monitored
all e-mail, that some all-seeing someone was always watching him, spying on every move he
made. The mere fact that he received an encrypted e-mail would alert whoever watched that
he had something important to hide. It was much better to conceal everything by hiding
nothing, by conducting his business in broad daylight where it would attract the least amount of
unwanted attention.With another series of mouse clicks and an eight-digit password, Ustinov
brought to life the accounting program on his computer. He converted each letter of the e-mail
to a number and then typed in the number sequence backward. A macro churned away for a
second, and a ten-figure total appeared in the answer block. Ustinov memorized the number,
shredded the e-mail, and closed the program without saving his work.Yet again, he gave a
fleeting look around the office, making sure no one had observed his actions, no matter how
innocent they might have seemed. The telephone next to his elbow jangled, startling him. He
snatched the offending device before it could shriek a second time and jammed it to his ear.



“Ustinov.”“Dmitri, morning. This is Chuck Gruver over at the New York Stock Exchange. We’ve
been working with your people to test some of those new modules for post-trade
clearing.”Ustinov had been expecting this call. He leaned back in his chair. “Yeah, Chuck. Is
there some problem? Functionality not working out?”He put his feet up on his desk and caught
sight of the pretty young programmer in the cubicle across the hall from his office. Marina
Nosovitskaya had first gained his attention the day before. She was quite a treat, too, with dark,
slanted Asian eyes above high Slavic cheekbones, her long hair gold and flaxen. Her tight
leather jeans and sweater did little to conceal a perfect body. He couldn’t believe he had not
noticed her before, but now there was enough interest that Ustinov had taken the time and
trouble to pull and review her records. She was as smart as she was beautiful. She had
graduated with the highest scores from the prestigious Department of Applied Mathematics
and Information Technologies at the Vladivostok School of Mathematics and Computer
Science. Definitely worth further interest when he had the time. Russian immigrants to the
U.S.A. needed to stick together, after all.Marina must have felt his gaze. She looked up at him
from her computer screen and smiled shyly, the glow of the monitor shining in her eyes.
Ustinov stared right back at her, flicking the cruller crumbs from his shirt and tie before
returning the smile. All the while, Gruver prattled on and on about the testing difficulties they
were having with the new software. Ustinov grunted occasionally to verify that he was listening,
but he never took his eyes off the pretty young programmer.She would soon be his. Of that he
was certain.Gruver said something then that broke through Ustinov’s pleasant distraction.“One
other thing. I was doing a little white box testing on some of the modules. Maybe you can clear
something up for me. There are some lines of code in there that I don’t understand. They don’t
seem functional at all.”Ustinov paused for a second and phrased his reply very carefully. “Oh
yeah. I know what you are seeing, Chuck. Do not worry about those. It is check and monitoring
code the SEC insisted on us putting in there. Their people put it in so they can track things later
if they ever need to. We debugged it on our end already. It is good, solid code, even if it did
come from the government.”Ustinov held his breath and waited. Would Gruver buy the story or
would he ask more embarrassing questions, questions that would be infinitely harder to
answer?Instead of asking for more information, Gruver snorted. “Yeah, damned government
geeks! They gotta have their mitts in everything.”Ustinov allowed the breath to escape from his
lungs. The NYSE techie had bought the cover story, just as the controllers had maintained he
would. Just in case, Ustinov changed the subject as subtly as he could. “Hey, Chuck, we need
to get together and have some fun for a change. I found a great new joint down in the Village,
on Sullivan between Prince and Houston. It is the best jazz in the city, and you know how great
jazz attracts great women. I even have an idea of somebody I might invite to go. How does
tomorrow night sound?”“You’re on, my communist comrade. We been bustin’ our hump on this
project and we owe ourselves a night on the town.”Ustinov was smiling when he hung up. He
dreaded having to spend a whole evening with that dweeb, Gruver. He had just sailed a high
fastball right past the guy’s bat for a strike and the guy didn’t even know he was up to bat.He
congratulated himself on coming up with such a patently American metaphor as he stood,
headed for another cup of tea and a better look at the lovely Marina, the princess of cubicle
twenty-six.* * *Commander Sergei Andropoyov stood in the corner of the K-475 control room
and watched as his crew operated. A few months before they were a motley gaggle of ill-
trained novices. After untold hours in the trainers, they were now performing like a precisely
matched set of complicated gears.So, too, it appeared, was his brand-new submarine.Dimitriy
Pishkovski stood beside the periscopes, scrutinizing each panel and gauge spread in front of
him. To his right, one michman was pumping water to the various trim tanks to compensate for



stores and material they had loaded aboard for the long mission. Keeping the weight of the
boat balanced, on an even keel, would be a vital and continuing task. It was even more
important on this initial dive when they had no experience to draw on, just the designer’s best
theoretical calculations. One misplaced digit in some obscure computation somewhere and
they could plunge to the bottom. Or, embarrassingly, not be able to dive at all.At the forward
end of the control room, a meter in front of Pishkovski, two other michmen tested the bow and
stern planes. Working together, the two sets of planes, located far forward on the hull and just
in front of the screw all the way aft, controlled both the up-and-down motion of the sub and the
fore-and-aft angle.All was in readiness. The pride was obvious in his voice when Pishkovski
called out, “Captain, we are ready to submerge.”Andropoyov nodded and glanced around the
control room one more time. He was satisfied with what he saw. A slight smile played at his lips.
“Very well, First Officer Pishkovski. Submerge the ship.”Pishkovski ordered, “Michman
Tetryasoi, open the ballast tank vents. Full dive on all planes. Make your depth thirty
meters.”The vents opened on command, allowing air to escape from the huge ballast tanks that
wrapped around Gepard’s thick pressure hull. As the air roared out of the top of the tanks,
water flooded in the open grates in the bottom. Gepard sank lower and lower into the inky black
water until there wasn’t even a ripple on the surface of the ocean to betray her presence. At
thirty meters, the sub leveled off and headed out into the Barents Sea.Michman Tetryasoi
pumped water to and from several of the trim tanks, compensating for minor inaccuracies in
the engineers’ calculations. An extra five thousand liters pumped to the forward trim tank, while
another ten thousand liters pumped from the after trim tanks. Pump some; then watch the
bubble in the glass tube of the inclinometer. Pump a little more; watch some more. After a few
minutes, Tetryasoi nodded that he was satisfied. Gepard was ready.Pishkovski stepped over to
stand shoulder to shoulder beside Andropoyov. “Captain, the engineers at the Severomorsk
Design Bureau did well.”Andropoyov nodded. “Yes, Dimitriy. It appears they did well.” He
glanced around the busy control room one more time. “Dimitriy, I will be down in my stateroom.
It is time to open our orders and see what Admiral Durov’s plans are for us and our shiny new
toy. Please stay here and supervise. Call me when you detect the K-461 or if there’s any sign of
an American boat tailing us.”Commander Andropoyov accepted Pishkovski’s nodded
acknowledgment. He turned and disappeared down the ladder.* * *Igor Serebnitskiv
descended the ladder from the bridge of the Volk, seeking the warmth of the control room. The
sea spray coated his thick black beard with a matting of ice. More frozen spray clung to his
heavy fur cap and bridge coat. Soon, though, the melting ice puddled at his feet on the
immaculately clean deck.Serebnitskiv accepted a glass of steaming hot tea someone offered
him. He stood there, still dripping, and sipped the liquid as he watched the K-461. She, too,
disappeared below the waves, an hour behind the K-475. He ordered a course out to the
northeast, staying close to the coastline. They would pass within a kilometer of Zsapadnyy
Kil’din, the island that guarded the eastern approach to Murmansk.Despite his political
connections and the rather corrupt way he had achieved his position in the Navy, Igor
Serebnitskiv was an experienced and capable submarine captain. He knew the tricks and
games of playing with the Americans out here in these forbidding waters. His equipment was
no match for theirs, but he knew his cunning and intellect evened the playing field. Connections
and politics served him well in the morass of the Russian military, but it took skill and guts to
patrol beneath these frigid waters.Serebnitskiv knew that the sea noise close to the shore
would hide his older, noisier boat from the listening ears of the inevitable American submarine
out there. He would hide here in this acoustic underbrush until he could dash across the
shallow Pechorskoye More and keep cover again in the noise of Novaya Zemlya, the haunting,



forbidding island that separated the Barents Sea from the Kara.He was aware that Admiral
Durov had ordered Andropoyov to take a direct route to the test area. The American submarine
would certainly detect K-475. They would realize they had found something new, something
unexpected swimming out to sea from Polyarnyy. In their excitement, they would miss the Volk
as she steamed a circuitous route well to the east. The American would never suspect he was
sailing into a trap, the wily wolf snared by his own hungry greed as he stalked the newborn
lamb.The trap was a well-planned one, but Serebnitskiv knew he would have to move quickly if
he hoped to get into position. The problem with taking the long way around was that it took
longer. There would be no time for niceties, like communicating with the Central Command. No
matter. He relished the independence of being in command at sea. A long period of enforced
separation from the meddling of the land-hugging bureaucrats was an unheard-of luxury.Igor
Serebnitskiv measured the distance he had to travel, walking the brass dividers across the
chart that plotted out the submerged route. He calculated the Volk would need to journey over
sixteen hundred kilometers, while the Gepard would travel a thousand. Their rendezvous was a
point over four hundred kilometers north of the winter ice line and two hundred kilometers west
of the icebound coast of Novaya Zemlya. His uncle, Alexander Durov, would have had to think
very hard to imagine a more isolated stretch of ocean.Serebnitskiv punched the distance into
his computer and added the time it would take to arrive at the rendezvous point. He needed to
be in place at least eight hours before Andropoyov got there so he could search the area and
find a good place to hide. The computer churned for a second or two before it spat out a speed
of forty-five kilometers per hour. They would have to move fast in very shallow
water.Serebnitskiv turned from the chart table and shouted to his first officer, “Make your speed
forty-five clicks.”Before the shocked officer could even reply, the commander turned and strode
out of the control room. He could feel the sub accelerate as he walked down the passageway
to his tiny stateroom and a swig of something stiffer than the hot tea.* * *Alan Smythe looked
up as soon as he heard the tentative knock on his door. Carl Andretti stood there waiting for
Smythe’s nod to enter. The tall, overweight chief technical officer for OptiMarx walked in, closed
the door behind him, and plopped down hard onto the black leather couch that ran under one
of the long windows that looked out over the harbor. His tie was crooked, his jacket wrinkled,
and a loose button showed a white chunk of his ample belly.“You wanted to talk with me,
Alan?”Smythe pushed aside the report he was reviewing and laid the gold Mont Blanc back in
its case. He deliberately removed his reading glasses and placed them next to the report, then
shifted them around as if their exact position on his desk was of some importance. He looked
over at Andretti. “Yes. I had a most disconcerting discussion a bit ago with Mark Stern. I
understand you and he have had a conversation or two.”Andretti answered nonchalantly, but
there was just a hint of alarm in his small, deep-set eyes. He licked his lips after every few
words. “Yeah, he called me yesterday afternoon. He said he wanted to talk about schedules. I
swear that guy thinks he has my job. I told him we were having some problems integrating the
quote feed and setting up the communications protocols. Nothing earth-shattering and he
seemed okay with it.”Smythe nodded, then spoke in a quiet, deliberate voice. Andretti had to
lean forward on the couch to try to hear him. “Carl, I wish you would let me know when you
take these calls. We’ve talked many times about how we want to answer their questions. The
board members, and particularly Stern, are not as up to speed on technology as they think
they are. Even those PhDs out in Chicago who came up with the OptiMarx idea in the first
place are so far behind the technology curve they may as well be using slide rules.”Andretti
seemed relieved as he nodded in agreement. They were on common ground, unified against a
common enemy. “You can say that again, Alan. Those bastards in their ivory towers. They’re



always talking about market structures and all that other gobbledygook that has no real-world
application in—”Smythe held up his hand, stopping his chief technical officer in midsentence.
His words were clipped, his precise British accent even more pronounced when he lectured.
“Carl, just let me finish what I want to say. What I need for you to do is to understand that
we . . . you and I . . . are sitting on a gold mine here. Neither the VCs nor the inventors have any 
idea what a mother lode we are about to dig into. They think we are going about building a
better stock trading system.” Smythe rocked back and forth in his chair. “If we play our cards
right, we won’t simply be able to retire to some South Sea island. Carl, we’ll be able to buy the
damned island with our pocket change. The beauty of it is that we can do it without anyone
having any idea what’s going on.” Smythe turned his chair a bit so he was now facing Andretti.
The bright morning sun reflecting off the water and through the wall of glass gave his face a
harsh, brittle look. “The two of us have to work together here, Carl. If we are going to pull this
off, I can’t afford for you to go off on your own and plant little seeds of doubt. Do you
understand, Carl?”Andretti nodded but didn’t say anything. Smythe continued, his voice even
lower now.“Good. Now I need you to have a project status report ready for Stern this afternoon.
Good numbers, all perfectly on schedule and on budget. Understand, Carl? Nothing for them to
question at all. We’ll discuss the rest on the flight out. I want to see that special trading module
you’re working on. Wheels up at six this evening. I’ll meet you at the Executive Aviation
Terminal at Teterboro.”Andretti nodded. “Got it. I’ll have the full report ready in a couple of
hours.”The big man stood, turned, gave Smythe a quick wink, and walked out of the office. He
was all the way across the office suite, at his desk and behind closed doors before he allowed
a slight smile to flit across his broad face.He reached into his jacket pocket and turned off the
tiny digital recorder. Another disk to lock away in his safe. Another bit of insurance just in case
anything went wrong in this intricate, dangerous game in which he was involved.He gritted his
teeth. How dare that girlish Brit bastard talk to him like a truant schoolboy! If it weren’t for the
great harvest he was about to reap from this whole thing, he would punch the son of a bitch in
the face. Let him know who was doing all the work here. Remind him who deserved the lion’s
share of what they were about to bring down.He forced himself to breathe normally, sat at his
desk, moved his mouse to awaken his sleeping computer, and went to work on the reports
Smythe had demanded.Chapter 3The 21MC speaker broke the silence inside the American
submarine’s control room.“Conn, sonar. New contact on the towed array. Best bearing either
zero-three-five or one-two-five.”Commander Joe Glass leaned back and wiped the sweat out of
his eyes. He pursed his lips as he glanced around the cramped space of the control room of
the USS Toledo, SSN 769. This boat was different from the old Spadefish where Glass had
most recently been the executive officer. The bright fluorescent lights of Toledo’s control room
illuminated a scene that could have been lifted right out of a Hollywood science fiction
movie.The forward port corner looked more like the control station for a starship. The diving
officer and two planesmen faced a wall of flashing red LED displays and liquid crystal screens
that would have done Captain Kirk proud, but it gave them all the information they needed to
drive the boat through the inky blackness of the North Atlantic.To their left, the chief of the
watch sat facing an imposing wall that held still more displays, gauges, and switches. A myriad
of heavy steel pipes and thick wiring bundles ran from behind his desk to the farthermost ends
of the boat. From here, he could operate the complex high-pressure air, hydraulic, and trim
systems. Over his head were two large brass handles, the emergency-blow “chicken switches”
that forced massive amounts of forty-five-hundred-psi air into the ballast tanks that would
rocket them to the surface in an emergency.The entire starboard side of the control room was
dedicated to the computerized fire control system, the BYG-1. Here they analyzed and



scrutinized every shred of data Toledo’s sensors could dredge up. The information was turned
into “solutions,” information to use to better aim the torpedoes and missiles the submarine
could shoot.The center of the room was dominated by the periscope stand with the two shiny
steel barrels protruding from the wells in the deck and extending through the overhead, up into
the sail above. From this central location, Commander Joe Glass could observe and direct the
complex operation of the boat.This was the first opportunity for Glass to watch his crew in
action since taking command of the boat the previous month. The Toledo was one of the
newest Los Angeles–class boats in the Atlantic and she was out now, running drills, breaking
in a new captain. Glass couldn’t keep the grin off his face. He felt like a teenager with a new
sports car, and driving the shiny new boat was the most fun he had had since joining the
Navy.Now the fun was about to begin. The announcement on the 21MC confirmed that they
had found their quarry. The TB-16 towed array, a two-hundred-foot-long line of sonar
hydrophones on the end of a tow cable that stretched out far behind the Toledo, was designed
to search the depths for the faintest trace of noise from another submarine. Its great sensitivity
meant that the Toledo could search vast areas of the ocean and hear other submarines before
they were even aware she was there. The problem was the array couldn’t tell from which side
the noise was coming. The contact they had just detected could be on either one of two
possible bearings, one correct, the other one the ambiguous bearing.From his position, Glass
watched Brian Edwards, his executive officer, lead the fire control party as they tried to ferret
out every bit of information they could. The tall, thin XO was good, and he knew it. He made a
perfect counterpoint in many ways to Glass, his new commander, who was short and stocky,
quiet and thoughtful. The young XO had already shown a bit of cockiness, a tendency to make
decisions quickly and move on, as opposed to Glass’s deliberate and studied manner. Edwards
had two years’ experience on board Toledo and knew everything there was to know about her.
It showed in the self-assured way he went about his business. And sometimes in a flash in the
young officer’s eye when he disagreed with his new commander or thought Glass was taking a
bit long to make a decision.Glass smiled as he watched Edwards work. He decided that when
the shit inevitably hit the fan, he would rather have someone at his side who was good and
knew it than be saddled with a hesitant dolt. There would be ample opportunity to imbue the
young man with some humility as time went on.Now Glass, Edwards, and the rest of the twenty
men seemed to already be working smoothly enough together, even as they were packed into
a space the size of a cheap motel room. They were quietly and professionally doing their jobs.
Edwards had trained them well.The XO stepped over next to where Glass stood. “Captain,
sonar reports a contact on the towed array. Designate sierra three-one, bearing zero-three-five,
and sierra three-two, bearing one-two-five. Received frequency is five-zero point two. Very
weak contact.”Glass nodded. “Very well, XO. Is this the guy we’re looking for?”Edwards
shrugged. “No way of telling for sure yet. He’s the only contact we have, though. He’s coming
from the right direction and the right frequency.”“Okay, it’s the best we got. Let’s track it and find
out if this is our little playmate.”Edwards stepped over to look at the computer screen for the
BYG-1 fire control system. Pat Durand, the lieutenant operating the system, looked up from the
complex display of numbers, dots, and lines. He nodded at Edwards. “XO, we have a curve.
Ready for a maneuver.”Glass watched the young lieutenant’s fingers dance across the
keyboard of the system. The kid was as much a magician as advertised. He played the
computer keyboard as if it were a concert piano. He even had a pronounced bob of his head as
he worked, like some musician playing with feeling.Edwards was checking the paper
geographic plot the team was using to record all of Toledo’s moves and to note any information
they could scrape up on the new contact. It was laid out on a small glass-topped table at the



rear of the control room, behind the periscope stand. A small X-shaped light, the “bug,” moved
beneath the glass to show the sub’s current position.“Captain, recommend we come left to
course one-eight-zero to resolve bearing ambiguity,” Edwards said.Glass smiled to himself as
he turned to face the young officer. How many times had he been in the same situation the
young XO was now in? How many times had he told his commander, Jon Ward, how he should
steer the old Spadefish? Now here he was, listening to the recommendations from his XO on
how to drive his own nuclear submarine. It was what he had been working for since he was a
kid, growing up back in Iowa. He had a bedroom wall covered with pictures of submarines,
bookshelves full of plastic models of subs and ships he had assembled. Sometimes it was still
hard to believe he was here, commanding this sophisticated piece of equipment and her ready
crew.“Helm, left full rudder. Steady, course one-eight-zero,” he ordered.Glass could hear
Edwards muttering into the headset he wore, warning the sonar operators that they were
turning. The sonar array was on the end of a two-thousand-foot-long cable. As the sub turned,
it played “crack the whip” with the flexible array. Any information gathered during the turn was
useless and had to be discarded. When Toledo was steady on the new course, the array would
take several minutes to stabilize and integrate so they could once again locate the
contact.During the entire time they would be deaf. Often when the array was once again
stabilized, the contact would be gone. There would be no choice but to start the hunt all over
again.The compass swung around, the only indication to anyone on board the Toledo that the
boat was turning. The indicator steadied up with the arrow pointing at “one-eight-zero,” due
south. Now they would have to hang on for the array to stabilize behind them, five minutes of
anxious waiting. There was nothing to do but hope the target would still be discernible. It was a
time that tried men’s patience. It was a game that required slow, stealthy stalking of the prey.
Nothing like high-speed, high-adrenaline air battles, with everything decided in a few terrifying
seconds. This was more like the slow, deliberate tracking of a big-game hunter. Find the prey,
sneak up on him, and shoot him before he even knew anyone was there. Otherwise, the hunter
could become the hunted.Edwards held his headphone close to his ear, concentrating on what
he was hearing. He held his hand up, signaling silence. “Sonar reports regain of sierra three-
one, bearing zero-three-two. Drop sierra three-two, track sierra three-one.”They were back in
business. The other submarine had not gotten away. They had verified that the target to the
northeast was the real one.Edwards stood next to Glass once more. He slid the headphone
back off his ear, easing the pressure a little.“How do you think everyone is doing, Captain?” he
asked.The XO was aware that this was Glass’s first time to evaluate the team under pressure.
He was hoping to make a good impression. “Okay so far. We’ll see how it goes.”Hunting a
submarine with another submarine was a competition played out entirely in the dark. The
hunter listened for the other guy and tried to determine where the quarry was located and
where he was going. The only real information to work with was the bearing and the received
frequency of the sound—range, speed, and course had to be inferred from those two snippets.
The usual game plan was to be quiet and listen a little, try to determine how the bearing and
frequency were changing, change course accordingly, and then do it all over again. After
several iterations of checking all possible answers and discarding the wrong ones, the only
answer left would be the correct one.This all depended on the target cooperating by staying on
the same course at the same speed. Otherwise, it meant starting all over again or losing the
game.“Master Chief Zillich reports he is starting to get hints of some other tonal lines showing
up,” Edwards said. “Nothing definite yet, but looks like it could be our guy, very distant.”Glass
nodded. Ever since he first received his orders to command, he had heard stories of Tommy
Zillich and his legendary exploits with a sonar system. The crew viewed his abilities as



mystical. If Master Chief said there was a flying saucer out there full of little green men, you
could break out the Martian dictionary.“All right, XO. Let me know when we have a curve. I
want to bracket the range estimate and spiral in on him. I want to shoot from a range of five
thousand yards, broad on his quarter. Do what you have to do to get me there.”Edwards
answered, “Yes, sir!” and stepped back over to look at the fire control computer screens.Pat
Durand looked up as Edwards leaned over his shoulder. The young lieutenant had stopped
clicking away on his keyboard for a moment. He looked worried.“XO, I heard Master Chief’s
report, but my stuff is telling me this guy is pretty close. The only solution I can fit is at five
thousand yards.” Durand pushed a button on his panel and tweaked a small knob on the
keyboard. “Frequency’s going up, so we know he’s closing.”Edwards watched the computer
screen for a moment. Durand was very good, but Zillich was the acknowledged master. It would
be much simpler if they both heard the same things.“Try a solution farther out,” Edwards
suggested, making another of his patented snap decisions. “I’m going with the master chief on
this one.”Not convinced, Durand nodded anyway and tweaked the dials some more, making it
look out through the black water at longer ranges. The display now showed the target out at
over nine thousand yards, moving across the screen diagonally at twenty knots, just as Zillich
had said. Durand shook his head, still unconvinced. This solution fit the data all right, but not as
well as the close-range one. Durand looked up at the XO, who nodded, even more satisfied
now that Zillich had the right answer. The distant target was the one they were looking
for.Edwards turned to Glass. “Skipper, we have a curve, contact sierra three-one, current
bearing zero-two-one, estimated range nine-two-hundred yards. Recommend coming left to
new course one-two-five.”Glass played the picture out in his mind. His executive officer’s
solution had the target heading from the northeast toward the southwest. He was setting up to
sneak around behind him, all the while keeping him at a range where he would not detect
Toledo. Once they were in place, they would shoot the target in the back. The first time the
poor, helpless target would even suspect Toledo was in the area would be when he heard the
ADCAP torpedo racing in for the kill. Assuming Master Chief Zillich was correct about where
the prey was located, it was a good, smart tactic. Time would tell.Glass turned to the
helmsman and ordered, “Left full rudder, steady course one-two-five.”He watched as the rudder
swung over to the left and the compass started to swing to port.Suddenly the 21MC blared with
Master Chief Zillich’s excited voice.“Torpedo in the water! Bearing three-five-five.”Glass didn’t
hesitate. He ordered, “All ahead flank! Right full rudder! Steady course two-four-five! Launch
the evasion device!”He watched as the broad white track of the torpedo appeared on the sonar
repeater. It had come out of nowhere just as they started their turn. The hunter was now very
much the hunted. Time to run!Toledo jumped ahead as the throttle man, a hundred feet aft in
the maneuvering room, whipped open the sub’s throttles. Steam roared down the pipes to push
the giant turbines faster. The steam sucked energy from the primary coolant, lowering its
temperature, sending colder water racing back into the reactor core, causing the power to race
higher and the core temperatures to soar. The reactor needed more cooling water to keep the
temperature under control. The reactor operator stood and grabbed the large black reactor
coolant pump switches. When he yanked them up, the giant pumps shifted to fast speed,
sending torrents of coolant water into the core to remove the heat.This entire, well-
choreographed operation was completed in less than five seconds.“Torpedo bearing three-five-
five! Going active!”Toledo raced desperately, trying to outrun the approaching torpedo. Twenty
knots, twenty-five, thirty, and more.“Torpedo still bears three-five-five! Classified as a British
‘Spearfish.’”Glass stood by the plot as he watched the picture of Toledo’s trail and the
developing image of the closing torpedo. It was already past the evasion device, the noisy



mass that had been released from one of Toledo’s signal ejectors to try to confuse the
weapon’s instrumentation. The Spearfish blew past the acoustic noisemaker without even a
glance. Glass guessed that he now had a minute left to avoid this high-speed underwater
bloodhound.“Make your depth one hundred feet!” he shouted.The deck angled upward as
Toledo now stretched toward the surface of the sea.“Skipper, we’ll cavitate big-time that
shallow!” Edwards yelled. “Everyone in the ocean will know where we are.”“XO, that Spearfish
on our ass already has a pretty good idea where we are. I’m hoping to lose it in the surface
noise. It’s a long shot, but it might work.”They could already hear the machine-gun rattle of
cavitation from the sail and the screw as bubbles formed in the very low-pressure areas behind
the trailing edges of the sub and then collapsed, making a very noisy bang.Zillich’s voice broke
through the din of the cavitation. “Torpedo bears three-five-six! It’s range-gating now!”“Launch
another evasion device,” Glass ordered. He knew it was a futile effort, but it just might be
enough to deflect the incoming torpedo.“Conn, sonar. Torpedo is in final attack. It has us for
good!”The plot confirmed the report. The incoming torpedo was now merging with Toledo. No
one breathed for a moment.“Conn, sonar. Torpedo in turn-away,” Zillich reported, his voice
heavy with frustration.Joe Glass turned to Edwards and spoke. “XO, if that had been an actual
war shot, we’d all be dead right now. You put your trust in an old salt’s hunch rather than
believing what the data told you. You had time to evaluate the data further before making your
move. Sometimes it’s better to be certain you’re right before going ahead. I hope you learned a
lesson today.”Edwards’s answer was drowned out by a sudden blast of music over the sonar
speakers. It was the song “Now Give Three Cheers” from HMS Pinafore and it had all the effect
of a good, old-fashioned Bronx cheer.I am the monarch of the sea,The ruler of the Queen’s
Navee,Whose praise Great Britain loudly chants. . . .Glass couldn’t help laughing. The look on
Edwards’s face was priceless. “There’s your answer, XO. That damned Turbulent is having
some fun at our expense. Looks like we buy the first round when we get into port. Now let’s get
back to work and make damn sure we aren’t the only ones buying.”* * *Many miles away to the
north and east of where the Toledo drilled, Miami commander Brad Crawford had eased back
down in front of his desk to review some of his never-ending paperwork. Just when he was
making some headway, his phone buzzed. It was Bill Schutte, standing watch as the officer of
the deck.“Captain, request you come out to the conn. Sonar has picked up a contact on the
thin-line towed array that I think you should see.”The TB-29A thin-line towed array was a
thousand feet of ultrasensitive low-frequency hydrophones towed more than a mile behind the
Miami. Its length allowed it to detect very low-frequency sounds such as those a whale makes.
By being towed far behind the sub, it could hear sounds made in the water hundreds, and
sometimes thousands, of miles away. The whole thing, array and tow cable, could be wrapped
on a reel in one of Miami’s after-ballast tanks when not in use.Crawford was already out of his
seat and heading down the short passageway to the control room before Schutte had finished.
He found the OOD standing in front of the BQQ-10 sonar repeater surveying a picture that
looked like the profile of a growing mountain range.Crawford stopped beside him. “What do you
have, Nav? More whales mating?”Schutte smiled. He pointed at the picture. “Skipper, we just
started getting these tonals. Most of these look like our library for Akulas, but we’re missing
several in the fifteen- to forty-hertz range and this one at eleven hertz is brand-new. It’s not in
the library at all. We don’t have any record of it that I can see.”Crawford looked at the display.
Whatever they were picking up was a sub, but it was not fitting the pattern for known Russian
boats. The building peaks showed a time history of sound energy at each frequency. It was
shaping up to be a very interesting picture.Schutte was right, it did look somewhat like the
display from an Akula-class boat, the best sub the Russians had ever built and one equal to



Miami. Those boats had all been tied up for several years now. Intelligence reports confirmed
that none of them were even operational anymore. Now, if one of those “sharks” had come out
to play, it would be interesting to see what she was up to.The picture wasn’t quite right. The
major frequencies used to detect and track an Akula were gone, not showing up at all. There
was the brand-new line, very low frequency and so quiet that even the TB-29’s hypersensitive
ears had almost missed hearing it.Both men were thinking the same thing. This could be a new
boat, and that was worth taking a closer look.Crawford turned to Schutte and winked. “Nav, I
think our whale watching is over with for a bit. Station the fire control tracking party. We’re going
shark hunting.”Chapter 4Igor Serebnitskiv stared out the periscope of the Volk, but saw
nothing. Even using the scope’s low-light capability, he could make out little more than various
shades of gray. He had raced his old sub to the rendezvous point as fast as she would go,
driving his crew to arrive five hours earlier than planned. A very careful search of the area
found exactly what he expected—no one else was anywhere around. Now he would have
ample opportunity to find himself a cozy place to hide and wait for the parade to pass by.The
craggy, mountainous underside of the Arctic-winter pack ice would serve his purposes. All he
had to do was find a notch where he could tuck Volk in and hole up. The upward-looking
underice sonar helped to map out the upside-down landscape over his head, but it was no
substitute for seeing what he was searching for. That would take the periscope, but he would
have to be very careful. A low-lying ice keel could shear the scope right off if he wasn’t watchful
and careful.Sergei Andropoyov and Gepard were due to arrive at their rendezvous point in little
more than an hour, and Serebnitskiv wanted to find his hiding spot before they showed up and
had a chance to detect his sub, which would be much easier with all of the K-475’s fancy new
equipment. Serebnitskiv wanted to be invisible before the inevitable trailing American
submarine came by, too. If the Americans had an inkling that Volk was there, his long-evolving
mission was lost. They would have to start all over. That was one message he did not want to
relay back to his uncle.Once hidden and unmoving amid the thick ice, Volk would disappear
from the sonar screens of both Andropoyov’s new boat and his American tail. The grinding and
cracking noise of the frozen mass as it drifted southward would also conceal his
presence.Serebnitskiv stared through the eyepiece on the periscope, finally spying what he
was looking for: an inverted valley that was wide and deep enough for Volk to fit her bulk into,
but not so deep that it would mask her sonar hydrophones. The upside-down gorge’s main axis
pointed directly at the rendezvous point, a kilometer away.Perfect!The Russian crew
maneuvered the sub so that it came to a stop, hovering just a few meters below the ice valley.
They pumped a few thousand kilos of water from the trim tanks so Volk was positively buoyant,
and the old boat eased up into the concavity.All the while, Serebnitskiv watched through the
scope as the boat rose. Satisfied that he had lined everything up correctly and there were no
hidden ice keels to ram into, he lowered the scope. Volk nestled into the little valley with the top
of her sail resting hard against the overhead ice. They were firmly in place, held there by the
positive buoyancy of the trim tanks.Serebnitskiv had learned this trick from the old submarine
masters of the Soviet fleet. Called an “ice pick,” the maneuver was used often when they ran up
to these frozen wastelands to hide from the Americans during the Cold War.It worked well then.
It was working well today.Now all Serebnitskiv and the Volk had to do was wait until that
bastard, Andropoyov, and his shiny, new Gepard strolled by, with the Americans following
behind, poking her in the ass.The commander rubbed his hands together and ignored the odd
stares of his crewmen. He had waited years for this, and he intended to enjoy every last
second of it.* * *Aboard the Miami, Commander Brad Crawford watched the tactical picture
develop on the screen in front of him. The new Akula sub they had just spotted was heading to



the northeast, steadily steaming ahead, deep beneath the pack ice. The TB-29A array fed a
continuous stream of information about the mystery sub into the BYG-1 fire control system.
The fire control tracking party was extracting every bit of useful intelligence they could get and
plotting it out on paper charts. This was sure a lot more interesting than trailing along behind a
pod of whales.Crawford steered the Miami back and forth across the Russian sub’s track,
solving for her course and speed. She seemed to be heading a little east of due north, straight
and true with no variation at all. The solution showed her on a course of zero-three-five,
traveling at a speed of eight knots. The Akula didn’t seem to be in much of a hurry or to be the
least bit suspicious that anyone might be trailing her. She hadn’t changed course or cleared
baffles since Miami had detected her twenty-four hours before. That was a very long time for
any submariner to go without turning around to try to catch anyone who might be trailing him. It
seemed as if the Russian skipper expected someone to be following him.The pair of boats had
left the open water over two hundred miles back. Now there was a thick layer of ice above
them, stretching for many miles in every direction. If they needed to go to the surface for any
reason, they would have to search for a polynya, a thin place in the ice to break through. In the
winter up here, these holes were few and far between.Crawford grimaced as he rubbed his
aching neck. The excitement of the chase had begun to wane hours ago. His blue poopie suit
was wilted and sweat-stained and his face felt like coarse sandpaper. He stared into the dregs
of his coffee. It had long since gone cold.Glancing around the control room, Crawford
confirmed that everyone else looked as tired as he felt. Andy Gerson sat slouched on a stool in
front of one of the fire control computer screens. He was hunched over, talking to Bill Wittstrom.
Tired or not, they were trying to refine the solution some more, learning all they could about the
unidentified sub.Bill Schutte looked up from the navigation chart he was using. “Skipper, looks
like he’s heading for the north tip of Novaya Zemlya. You don’t think he’s making a transit
around to the Pacific, do you?”Crawford stood, stretched, and stepped over to stand beside the
navigator. He looked at the positions of the two subs, Miami and the unknown Russian, on the
chart of the Arctic Ocean. Their tracks were on a course to pass just clear of the northernmost
tip of that piece of frozen real estate. From there, it was a straight shot past Franz Josef Land,
a small archipelago of mostly uninhabited islands at the edge of the permanent pack ice, into
the Arctic Ocean, and then to the Bering Straits and the Pacific Ocean.Crawford scratched the
day-old stubble on his chin for a minute, lost in thought.“Possible, Nav,” he answered. “It’s been
a while since they’ve done an interocean transfer, and I don’t recall ever hearing about a winter
one. If that’s what this is, something’s up and we’re in for a long haul. We better find ourselves
a polynya. It’s time to tell the boss what we’re doing.”Schutte pulled another chart out of the
large roll he kept tucked under the table. He spread it out and put a coffee cup on each corner
to hold it flat. The chart, the result of decades of polar research, showed the expected locations
for polynyas in the wintertime Arctic. Still, it would be a real trick to find one so they could
surface and get a quick message off to COMSUBLANT back in Norfolk. And do it while
maintaining sonar contact on the Russian sub. They did not want to lose track of this intriguing
boat right now.Schutte shook his head as he perused the chart. “Not much around here,
Skipper. Looks like the best bet is over near Novaya Zemlya. Chart says there should be a few
sensible heat polynyas over there.”“Okay, let’s head over that way.”Gerson joined the two at the
chart table.“We still have good contact on this guy,” he reported. “The twenty-nine is holding
him fine out to twenty thousand yards. He’s still steaming straight and normal, far as we can
tell. Want to ease up a little closer and see if we can get any better info?”Crawford shook his
head. “No, XO. You weren’t around when we used to play with these guys all the time. We’re
doing fine out here on the thin-line. If he is an Akula, we wouldn’t be able to detect him on the



hull-mounted arrays until we were inside four thousand yards. That’s the same range he needs
to be able to hear us. Getting counterdetected is bad.”Gerson nodded in agreement. “I see
what you mean. Not a good trade.”“Besides, we don’t know what he’s up to,” Crawford
continued. “If he’s not transiting to the Pacific after all, if he’s out here getting ready for some
exercise or something, we might get caught up in the middle of that nonsense. Nope, better to
stay out here in loose trail until we can see what this guy is up to.”All three men stared hard at
the mark on the chart that represented the Russian submarine, as if his identity and mission
would magically come clear for them. There was nothing. The intrigue, the excitement of the
hunt, had revived them.Brad Crawford whistled tunelessly when he returned to his seat by the
periscope.* * *Dimitriy Pishkovski pushed the buzzer button. He waited several seconds and
pushed it again even harder, as if force might make the noise louder. He heard Sergei
Andropoyov’s groggy voice on the other end of the phone.“Yes, Dimitriy, what do you
want?”The Gepard’s skipper had been catching a few minutes of rest in his
stateroom.“Captain, you asked to be awakened when we were an hour away from the
rendezvous. We are ten kilometers from the point now.”“Thank you, First Officer. Any contact
with the K-461?”Pishkovski held the phone in one hand while he pressed the buttons on the
sonar repeater with the other, looking at all the displays for the hundredth time in the last few
hours. The captain had voiced the question that had been hounding him for the last little while.
He looked up from the sonar scope and shook his head as he spoke into the phone’s
mouthpiece. “Captain, no sign of the K-461. I don’t understand. We are at the right place and
on schedule. I have checked the navigation. Where could he be?”“I will be right there. Perhaps
Igorovich Serebnitskiv has been delayed and will arrive later.”Or perhaps the bastard was
playing games with them. Andropoyov didn’t trust Serebnitskiv one iota. He had seen too many
indications of the man’s ruthless quest for promotion. He would stop at nothing to make
Andropoyov look bad if it served his ambitions.Pishkovski was unconvinced, too, and his voice
showed it.“Perhaps,” he said. He put the phone down and resumed searching the sonar screen
for some sign of their comrade.* * *Captain Second Rank Igor Serebnitskiv watched the sonar
display with undisguised glee. The dim white line that was the Gepard built from the
southwest.Andropoyov, the haughty bastard, was walking into the trap, unaware of his
fate.Where was the American boat? There was still a single trace on the display. The rest of the
screen was lightly dusted with the snow of background noise, not even the subtlest hint of
another sub.Serebnitskiv allowed the Gepard to sail right on past, a kilometer in front of his icy
hiding place, unaware of his presence. Surely the American would be following, sniffing like a
dog following a bitch in heat. He waited while the new Russian boat glided well past, beyond
the range of his sonar, and disappeared from the screen.He studied the display. Still no trailing
American.Serebnitskiv knew he was out there. He could feel it in his bones, smell the stink of
the foreign boat fouling his home waters.It was time to revise the plan. The American would
have to be enticed into the trap more forcefully.It wasn’t the way Uncle Durov had ordered, but
the old man was back in the cozy warmth of his office, not out here beneath the pack
ice.Serebnitskiv made his decision. The success of the mission depended on his ability to
improvise, and that’s what he would do. Results were all that counted. His uncle would
eventually acknowledge his brilliance.The trace for the Gepard reappeared on the sonar
screen, this time coming from the northeast.She’s looking for us, Serebnitskiv thought. How
heartwarming!When the Gepard was in front of the Volk, a kilometer away, Serebnitskiv keyed
a button on the high-frequency underwater telephone, sending a special coded pulse into the
water at a frequency well above human hearing. The pulse was received by two transponders
hidden inside the ballast tanks on the Gepard. They had been secretly placed there three years



before, when she was still being built, and they had sat there, undetected, waiting for just this
signal.One of the transponders was hidden in the after ballast tank, right beneath the massive
main shaft, where it penetrated the pressure hull. On recognition of Serebnitskiv’s signal, it
shut a tiny microswitch, completing a circuit that energized a relay. The relay sent a small jolt of
electricity into the primer circuit, firing a squib charge that ignited the main explosive charge
waiting there.Most of the explosive force vented downward and outward, instantly rupturing all
the after ballast tanks. Sufficient energy jammed upward to bend the meter-thick shaft to a right
angle and to punch a hole that was half a meter in diameter through ten-centimeter-thick high-
strength steel and into the aft compartment of the new sub.The other charge, sitting in the
ballast tank beneath the torpedo room, also received and recognized the command signal. But
a tiny leak had developed in the circuitry. The wiring to the microswitch had corroded through,
so the circuit was not completed. The explosives sat there, inert, without the electric charge
necessary to ignite them.Serebnitskiv smiled as he both heard and felt the jolt of the explosion
as it passed through the water and into the hull of his boat.Now all he needed to do was wait
while the wolf came charging to the squeals of the dying rabbit.* * *Michman Rudi
Tschierschkey was lying in his bunk in the aftermost compartment on Gepard, trying to find a
position to suit his aching muscles. Everyone else was forward, on the mess decks watching a
movie, an old American Western that he normally would have wanted to see. Tonight he was
too tired. Better to lie here in his bunk and try to get some sleep so he would be ready to go
again in a few hours.A long, hard day had been spent repairing the shoddy workmanship of the
bastards at the Servomorsk Shipyard. Damn civilian workers didn’t care, as long as they got
their daily ration of vodka.This afternoon’s task had been to fix leaks in the still. Seawater kept
seeping through bad solder joints into the distilled water, ruining it. He had to resolder most of
them, and do it while bent double with his head and one arm inside the heat exchanger, a
valve handle digging into his back.He was getting too old for this. Submarining was a young
man’s game. Maybe after this exercise, it was time for him to retire and find that nice warm
beach on the Black Sea he had been promising himself and his long-suffering wife for so many
years.The sudden blast ripped the covers off Tschierschkey and flung him violently upward,
into the bottom of the bunk above him. For a few seconds he was knocked senseless. Then the
unmistakable roar and rush of seawater under pressure revived him.It was a submariner’s
worst nightmare: ice-cold seawater pouring in, the bilges already full, the boat sinking by the
stern.There was no time for panic. He pulled himself out of his bunk and fell hard against the
after bulkhead.Water was already waist deep, and bone-numbing cold.Tschierschkey knew he
had no hope of reaching the hatch and getting out of the compartment now. Even if he could,
he wouldn’t be able to lift its massive weight to shut it all by himself.The sailor didn’t have to
ponder the situation. He was already a dead man. No retirement, no sitting on a beach on the
Black Sea with his wife and children.He would do what he had to do in order to save his
boat.Tschierschkey dove beneath the chilling water and fished around until he found the big
red hydraulic handle that was mounted on the aft bulkhead. When his fingers located the
handle, he yanked at it, but lost his grip as his cold, unfeeling fingers refused to obey the
orders from his brain. He tried again, jerking it upward, forcing hydraulic oil into the piston for
the emergency closure system.The hatch slammed shut.Rudi Tschierschkey floated there and
waited as the compartment filled with water. Tears blended with the inrushing seawater as he
thought of his wife, of his two boys, of the warm sand on the Black Sea beach that he would
never feel beneath his feet.* * *The sudden explosion threw Sergei Andropoyov to the deck and
slammed Pishkovski into the depth control station. The commander lay stunned and horrified
for a moment as he felt the stern of his new sub begin to sink lower. He could see the depth



gauge as his boat rapidly slid down into the depths.Pishkovski was unconscious, slumped over,
his body caught on some piping. Bright red blood streamed down from a gash on the first
officer’s head, dripping onto the slanting deck.Andropoyov pushed himself erect and climbed
over to the main propulsion control station. He did his best to cling to stanchions and pipes to
keep from being slammed against the after bulkhead.The michman who should have been
sitting at the propulsion control panel was gone. Andropoyov spotted his limp form resting
against the after bulkhead, where the blast had tossed him.The captain yanked the controls to
force the screw to answer an emergency “ahead” bell. He watched in disbelief as nothing
happened. It didn’t respond at all.Gepard was no longer moving forward.Instead, she was
sliding backward into the cold black depths of the Barents Sea.Every indication told
Andropoyov that something was terribly wrong. The explosion, whatever had caused it, had
resulted in flooding somewhere in the after part of his boat. If this happened in open water, the
procedure would be obvious: He would blow the water out of the ballast tanks and bob to the
surface as quickly as they could.That wouldn’t work beneath ten meters or more of granite-
hard ice. The Gepard would be smashed like an egg against the ice pack if he tried to surface
here, and that was if he could even get air into the tanks with this much angle on the
boat.Andropoyov was stymied. The depth gauge ticked away as the boat sank backward.The
depth gauge read three hundred and thirty meters when the stern of Gepard slammed into the
muddy bottom of the sea. The tail of the sub plowed out a trench over fifteen meters long as
she ground to an abrupt halt. The force of the bottoming tore Andropoyov loose from the grip
he had on a pipe and flung him hard against the deck. He was fighting for breath once again,
even as the desperation of their plight hit him full force.The men trapped inside the Gepard
were alone on the bottom of one of the most isolated and inhospitable seas in the
world.Chapter 5“Damn! What the . . .”Aaron Miller tore his headphones off, shook his head
hard and tossed his headphones on the deck, wiggling a finger in each ear. They rang from the
blast, amplified by the BQQ-10 sonar receiver. The sonar screen blossomed into a white blob
as the intense noise blotted out everything else in the sea.Miller shook his head again. He
reached above him to grab the microphone that was hanging there. Still deafened, he yelled
when he spoke. “Conn, sonar! Loud transient on bearing three-four-seven. Sounded like an
explosion.”Andy Gerson glanced at the fire control computer’s solution for the mysterious Akula-
class sub they had been shadowing for the last day. Sure enough, it was on bearing three-four-
seven.Bill Wittstrom was the first one to see the signal light blink out on the narrow-band
tracker.“Hey, we’ve lost the tracker on the Akula!” he yelled.Commander Brad Crawford jumped
up from the stool where he had been resting and stared wide-eyed at the sonar repeater. Sure
enough, the noise signal from the mystery sub was abruptly gone. He punched the buttons,
leafing through the displays in a vain attempt to find her again.The clamor from the Russian
sub had not faded away. It disappeared.It didn’t make sense. The explosion, loud as it was,
would not blank out the narrow-band signal, only the broadband. Yet the sub appeared to be
gone.Crawford knew he needed answers, and he needed them now! He grabbed the 21MC
microphone.“Sonar, Captain. What happened to the Akula?” he demanded.The sonar
supervisor was just as mystified as his skipper. He was frantically punching buttons on the
narrow-band stack.“Captain, the signal’s just gone,” he answered. “It went away at the same
time as the explosion. I checked the tapes. It just went away. Our equipment checks out fine. No
problems at this end.”So that left one explanation. It was not a heartening one.Whatever had
caused the explosion somehow involved their mystery sub. That was not good. Not good at all.
If the boat they had been trailing had some kind of accident on board, there could be fellow
submariners out there battling for their lives at that very moment.Crawford chewed his lower lip



as he weighed in his mind the possibilities and potential courses of action. A sub in distress up
here on top of the world, underneath all this ice, was pretty much on its own. There would be
no way for it to signal that it needed help and no way for help to get to it in a hurry, even if
someone knew a boat was in trouble.He decided to go in closer and try to determine what
might have happened. He would see if they might be of some assistance if anyone was left out
there to help.He glanced around the control room. All eyes were on him. Once again, the
awesome pressures of leadership washed over Brad Crawford like a deluge of cold water.
These men had no idea how to interpret what had just happened. Or any concept of what to do
next. That was up to him, their skipper.So now it was time to let them in on his plan. Trouble
was, even as he opened his mouth, Crawford had no idea what that plan might be.“Okay, so it
looks like we lost contact with the Akula at the same time we heard that explosion. They were
both on the same bearing. It is very possible the Akula suffered some kind of accident.” He
swallowed hard. “Here’s what we’re going to do. We’re going to close the last position we had
on her and see if we can find out anything. Everyone on your toes. We don’t have any idea
what we might be running into.”* * *Sergei Andropoyov picked himself up off the deck and spat
out what appeared to be tiny bits of tooth. He blinked twice and struggled to get his
balance.Gepard had stopped moving at last. The depth gauge read three hundred and thirty
meters. The inclinometers showed a twenty-degree list to port and a ten-degree up angle.No
doubt about it. His beautiful new submarine was resting on the bottom of the sea.The control
room was deathly quiet. The humming noise of an underway sub was gone.The lights were still
on, though. They still had power.Andropoyov looked around the control room. Dimitriy
Pishkovski sat in the corner, holding a bloody cloth to his head wound and moaning. Some of
the other watchstanders around the control room were picking themselves up, staring around
in dazed disbelief, trying to assimilate what had happened.Andropoyov walked around the
control room, trying to assess what was working and what wasn’t. Reports were starting to
come in from the other compartments in the boat. He listened to them as he continued his
visual check.All over the sub, crewmen reported in. Except for the after compartment. There
was nothing from there.The captain checked the pressurization meters and was not surprised
to find the after compartment was at sea pressure. After all, they had sunk backward to the
bottom. There had to be a rupture to the outside sea somewhere in the after
compartment.Someone had managed to shut the hatch and seal off the inflow of water.
Otherwise, the next compartment forward, the one that housed the steam-driven engines and
turbines, would be flooded, too.The reactor was shut down. That wasn’t surprising, considering
the shock of the explosion. The battery appeared to be working all right. Fully charged, too.
That should last awhile. Several days if they were careful.So there was hope. They should have
enough time for Igor Serebnitskiv and the K-461 to show up for the rendezvous, learn of their
distress, and summon help.The Volk might even be close enough by now to hear them. It
would have heard the explosion, too. They needed to be signaling already so the old boat
would know where they were and what had happened.“First Officer, get up. I need you,”
Andropoyov barked at Pishkovski. “Station a watch at the underwater telephone. Signal Volk so
she will know we are down here and so she can find us.”Pishkovski pulled himself erect. He still
held the blood-soaked rag to the jagged gash on his forehead. He nodded and stepped
unsteadily over to the underwater telephone. After flipping the toggle switch to turn it on, he
picked up the microphone to talk. Before he could key the microphone, though, Andropoyov
reached over and flipped another switch.“Dimitriy, better use the topside hydrophone. The keel
one is buried in the mud.”Pishkovski nodded and sat down hard, still holding the microphone.
He began to speak weakly into its mouthpiece. “Volk, Volk, this is Gepard. Help us. We are



sunk.”
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